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     Any of the institutions of higher education curriculum system construction 
directly affects the education quality, knowledge structure and ability of  a 
Chinese-foreign cooperatively-run school, is no exception. Course system setting 
reflects the relevant professional knowledge development status and market demand,  
and determines the goal of personnel training and talent training quality and level. The 
construction of curriculum system optimization becomes key points for 
Chinese-foreign cooperatively-run schools to further enhance its core competitiveness, 
and achieve sustainable development. In today's globalization of education, a 
Chinese-foreign cooperatively-run school based on domestic demand, looking 
forward to international development, undertaking the task of training 
internationalized talents. So how to set up a forward-looking, systematic and targeted 
curriculum system that meets the demand of students, and suits the development of 
Chinese-foreign cooperation in running schools of curriculum system,  is an 
important research subject of a Chinese-foreign cooperatively-run school in the 
educational practice.  
    In the practice of the Chinese-foreign cooperation in running schools, we 
emphasize on the principle of high quality education resources to carry out. To 
introduce high quality curriculum resources in the process, what standard should we 
follow , how to efficient use and absorb the curriculum resources is a main aspect of 
stud on Chinese-foreign cooperation in running schools curriculum system. This 
article will focus on the independent set of a Chinese-foreign cooperatively-run 
school, and around these aspects detailed research.  
    This study works on the literature analysis, case analysis, comparative method, 
survey method and so on the many kinds of methods, in the northeast university of 
finance and economics in international college as a case study object, from the 













introduces the research significance of this study, the research content and research 
methods and research review, etc. The second part, the independent set of a 
Chinese-foreign cooperatively-run school talent training and the curriculum content. 
The third part, the domestic independent set of a Chinese-foreign cooperatively-run 
school curriculum system settings has carried on the comparative analysis, discovered 
its existence insufficiency. Introduce the relevant laws and regulations of the 
construction of curriculum and teaching to countries in Chinese-foreign 
cooperatively-run schools.  And analysis the difficulties in the implementation 
process. The fourth part, analysis how to set up the independent set of a 
Chinese-foreign cooperatively-run school curriculum system, and in the northeast 
university of finance and economics in international college as an example for case 
analysis. The fifth part, think and put forward the non independent setting a 
Chinese-foreign cooperatively-run school curriculum system construction of several 
constructive suggestions.  
    Keywords: chinese and foreign cooperation in running schools ;independent 
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2011 年 11 月 30 日，笔者以“中外合作办学”为“题名”检索词，选取中
国学术期刊网络出版总库、中国博士学位论文全文数据库和中国优秀硕士学位论
文全文数据库，在中国知网上检索，得到文献有关于中外合作办学的论文 997 篇。
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